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USA
North Atlantic coastal geology 483
North Atlantic hurricane activity 481, 482, 483
legacy 494
proxies 485
relation to climate change 491, 493
sediment transport modelling 490–491
statistics 489
see also Maine, Gulf of also Mexico, Gulf of
Varandei, coastal dunes 202
Varanger Peninsula 205
vegetation see flora
Venezuela see Amazon–Orinoco coast
Wankoe Formation 373
washover fans, Al Dakhirah lagoon 572
wave activity
arctic 37, 39
Chignecto Bay 232
Río de la Plata estuary 308
Southern Brazil 336
wave generation, Greenland 121
wave-dominated environment
Al Dakhirah lagoon
intertidal 568–569
sand spit 567–568, 570, 571
subtidal 565–567, 569
supratidal 570–572
weathering 6, 6, 34
West Spitsbergen Current 120
Wilderness Embayment, dune cordons 368–370
wildlife of coastal zone 7, 15, 38, 45–46
Arctic Canada coast 189–191
cold-temperate Canada 237
Tierra del Fuego 285
see also flora
wind
effects in cold regions 201–202
effects in warm regions 355, 358, 359
see also aeolian processes
wind surge, Río de la Plata estuary 309–310

XRD, Bonaire coral fragments 514
Yamal Peninsula, coastal erosion rate 105, 106
Yedoma 110
Yukon coast 135, 145
coastal processes 112, 113
Yukon Territory, arctic coastal zone character 103
Zackenberg Bay 120
zone and zonality
defined 33–34
dynamics 54–55
see also coastal zones